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Suddenly the ward exploded directly.

Blast the non-urable isolation device directly.

Torn apart!

And the ward also exploded!

Everyone immediately avoided!

If it weren’t for Wen Lei to block the fluctuations that spread around, I’m afraid the entire hospital
would be razed to the ground.

Richard’s eyes were full of incredible.

Zoey blasted this device that could not be broken by the Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse?

Is she too scary?
This was beyond Richard’s expectation!

What’s going on here?

Success or failure?

“Zoey!”

Wen Lei shouted.

She forcefully dissipated the dense smoke, and immediately checked the condition of Zoey.

“Huh?” In the

next second, Wen Lei stopped abruptly, her face changed drastically.

Because she felt a breath of horror that made her heart palpitating.

She couldn’t help but shudder!

terror!

Extreme horror!

It seems to come from hell!

The smoke dissipated, and she vaguely saw a pair of red eyes, like beasts!

It’s not just Wen Lei who feels this terrible breath.

Even Richard and the others felt the breath of horror.

It felt like a horrible creature experimenting in the most mysterious laboratory of Warhawk Nation.

That kind of breath makes people feel desperate!

“This, this…”

Is she a monster?

Before Wen Lei had time to think, she already felt that she was being attacked.

“Boom!!!”

Zoey on the opposite side appeared in front of Wen Lei like a flash of lightning.

Wen Lei tried his best to resist!

“Bang!”

Wen Lei only felt the force of a mountain whistling and a tsunami pressing up.

“Sneer!”

Wen Lei was knocked out and plunged into the ground with two feet, making two deep marks.

Wen Lei stopped after a full 100 meters.

Shocked!

Extremely shocked!

Wen Lei today is no ordinary person, she is like a superwoman, with terrible superpowers.

But despite this, Wen Lei was hit and flew!

It shows how terrifying is Zoey?

This!

An unbelievable look crossed Wen Lei’s eyes.

She had evaluated her own strength before, and her strength casually slapped the eighth heaven
powerhouse.

Her strength is comparable to the top few in the rankings.

It’s just an estimate!

Even stronger!

But still can’t stop Zoey!

How scary is she?

Richard and the others were even more frightened.

This is also terrible.

Richard wants to know who it is now?

Is Xu Zhengjie leading this body?

Or is plum dye in the lead?

Before he could think about it, Zoey rushed over murderously.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

……

Zoey is like a demon king who kills people when he sees them.

Richard’s men didn’t know how many people were torn apart…

Richard turned on the button and put on a special mecha.

While shouting at Zoey, “Who are you? Are you Zoey or Xu Zhengjie?”

“Huh?”

Zoey hummed.

“Of course I am Zoey!”

She said subconsciously.

But his voice was cold and unfeeling, like a bloodthirsty demon.

That is not Zoey’s voice at all!

“What the hell is this? Is it her?”

Wen Lei and the others felt horrible!

At this time, Levi Garrison brought Ono Ichiro to the capital.

He also heard the news that Miss Wen Jia is being invited to the world’s genius doctor.

He checked and found that Miss Wen Jia was Wen Lei.

As for who was sick, I don’t know, but according to the gossip, it is a woman.

Isn’t that plum dye?

“In what hospital?”

Levi Garrison wanted to interrogate Ono Ichiro.

But when he heard the news of Zoey, he didn’t want anything else.

Go straight to the private hospital of Wen’s family.

Ono Ichiro can try again.

But Zoey is sick now, Levi Garrison must see her the first time!

Ono Ichiro is not important anymore!

Levi Garrison began to rush away!

At the same time, the masters who chased Levi Garrison were gradually closing the encirclement.

And quickly determined where Levi Garrison was going!

